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ABSTRACT
Most existing generation systems for spoken dialog require the system engineer to specify by hand the words to be used in system
prompts. However, the existence of corpora of spoken dialog makes
it possible to acquire the words and structure of system prompts automatically. In this paper, we construct statistical models for generating system prompts, both for word choice and for word ordering. We
evaluate these models using a human-computer dialog multicorpus
and a human-human dialog corpus. Our results show that statistical
models for word choice can work well, while more work is needed
on statistical models for word ordering.

not taken into account during word choice or surface realization. Finally, there is little opportunity for the choice of syntactic structure
to influence the choice of words and vice versa (for example, choosing a verb indicating manner of movement vs. indicating it with an
adverbial, as in I will fly there vs. I will go by plane).
In this paper, we describe statistical models for performing word
choice and word ordering for response generation in spoken dialog
systems. We show the results of evaluations of these models on a
multicorpus of human-computer dialogs in the air travel domain and
a corpus of human-human dialogs in a catalog ordering domain. We
conclude with a discussion of our ideas for improving these models.

Index Terms— language generation, spoken dialog systems,
natural language interfaces, machine learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Spoken dialog systems use one of two approaches to generation of
system prompts: template-based generation (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]), or
spoken language generation [5, 6, 7]. A template-based generator
typically contains a set of triples of the form {dialog act, content constraints, response template}. Each response template is a string, potentially containing gaps where named entities, numbers, and dates
can be filled in. At run time, the generator selects a template to instantiate based on the input dialog act and content. By contrast, a
spoken language generator is a pipeline of components that generates system prompts and presentations from first principles. A typical spoken language generator contains a content planner (selecting
content from a database), a text planner (that arranges the content using a model of discourse), a sentence planner (which assigns content
to sentential units, inserts discourse cues and may perform referring
expression generation), and a surface realizer (which structures each
sentence, ordering the words it contains and inserting function words
if necessary, and performs morphological assignment) [6].
In both generation approaches, the task of selecting words falls
to the system engineer. In a template-based generator, word choice is
part of template construction. In a spoken language generator, word
choice is split between the sentence planner and surface realizer; typically, the sentence planner uses templates or rules to select content
words and perform referring expression generation, while the surface
realizer may insert function words [7]. Because both approaches rely
on human effort for word choice, the generation system typically has
limited ability to produce variations on system prompts. Furthermore, the generation context (including previously-made decisions
about tense, verb choice, directionality of movement verbs, etc.) is
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2. RELATED WORK
There are essentially three approaches to trainable surface realization: two-stage surface realizers [8, 9, 10], classification-based surface realizers [11, 12], and surface realizers that use probabilistic
grammars [13, 14, 15, 16]. Each type of surface realizer uses a statistical model or set of models that capture word order and syntactic
constraints (e.g. agreement). All of these surface realizers require at
least the content words for the output sentence to be included in the
input. In existing spoken language generators, this typically means
that the sentence or content planner has to select the content words
using a set of sentence or phrase templates (e.g. [7]).
[17] use reinforcement learning to select one of four hand-designed
prompts at a decision point in a call routing application. In effect,
their model selects the actual utterance for the system prompt.
In recent work [18] learn a generation lexicon and some syntactic structures by mining semantically relevant sentences from a
large corpus of user reviews of restaurants and hotels. The resulting
lexicon and grammar are used to produce utterances adapted to the
reader’s or hearer’s preferences. Our models are trained on spoken
dialog rather than on text data, and so we can use features from the
dialog history to condition our choice of words and templates. We
also explore a larger range of models than [18].
3. MODELS
If W = w1 , w2 . . . , wn is the sequence of words to be generated
and H is contextual information (such as that shown in Table 1),
then we model the generation problem (shown in equation 1) as a
search problem for the best string of words (W ∗ ) which maximizes
the probability P (W |H).
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Feature type
Lexical
Semantic
Discourse
Contextual

Communicator
word n-grams of contextual features
Named entities
Dialog act, task/subtask, conversational domain
1 to 3 previous turns by the user
1 previous turn by the system
previous utterances in current system turn

CHILD
word n-grams of contextual features
Dialog act, task/subtask
1 to 3 previous turns by the customer
1 previous turn by the agent
previous utterances in current system turn

Table 1. Features used to train classifiers
4. DATA
W∗

=

argmax P (W |H)
W

(1)

Because there are lots of possible strings of words, we cluster the
word strings (C). We investigate a few methods for forming clusters
that combine different degrees of word choice and ordering. In the
first method, utterance-string [US], we group utterances that have
the same content words and the same order of words into a cluster.
In the second method, utterance-bag [UB], we disregard the order of words and group utterances that have the same content words
into a cluster. These two methods of clustering do not generalize
over domain entities (such as names of cities in the air travel domain). We replace named entities in utterances to get templates, and
then cluster the templates with (template-string [TS]) or without
(template-bag [TB]) the order information among tokens. Finally,
(dialogact*subtask [DA*ST]), we use the dialog act and subtask to
cluster utterances, since the language generator would typically be
provided with this information in a dialog system.
For the three models utterance-string, template-string and dialogact*subtask we approximate equation 1 as equation 2. We then
approximate this by selecting the best cluster C ∗ and searching for
the member in the cluster that maximizes P (W |C ∗ , H) (equation
3). We estimate P (C|H) and P (W |C ∗ , H) using maximum entropy models. For P (C|H) we train a one-vs-other binary classifier
with the features listed in Table 1 and using the LLAMA toolkit [19].
For P (W |C ∗ , H), we use the same procedure but add the predicted
cluster as a feature.
X

5. RESULTS

=

argmax

≈

argmax P (W |C ∗ , H)

(3)

where C ∗ = argmax P (C|H)

(4)

W

P (C|H) ∗ P (W |C, H)

(2)

C

W

C

For models utterance-bag and template-bag, we compute P (C|H)
as described above. Then we use an utterance reconstruction model
as specified in equation 6. The tokens in the identified cluster are
permuted (Π(C ∗ )) and the likelihood for each permutation is computed using an n-gram model. The string with the highest likelihood
is returned as the result of generation.

W∗ =
=

argmax P (W )

W ∈Π(C ∗ )

argmax

w1 w2 ...w|C ∗ | ∈Π(C ∗ )

Q|C ∗ |
i=1

We use two corpora: the publicly available 648-dialog Communicator dialog act tagged corpus, and CHILD, a proprietary corpus of
832 customer service dialogs in a catalog ordering domain. Both
corpora contain highly-structured task-oriented dialogs. The Communicator dialogs are human-computer dialogs from nine different
systems, while CHILD consists of human-human dialogs with multiple different agents. Communicator is annotated using DATE [20]
for task/subtask, dialog acts and named entities, permitting us to construct utterance, template and dialogact*subtask models. CHILD is
annotated for task/subtask, permitting us to construct utterance and
dialogact*subtask models. In both corpora, we used the human transcriptions of the system’s/agent’s utterances. For the Communicator corpus, we focus on predicting the system utterances, while for
CHILD, we predict the customer service agent’s utterances.
We split the Communicator corpus along dialog lines into 80%
training data, 10% development data and 10% testing data; we split
the CHILD corpus into 10% testing data and 90% training data. Prior
to building our models, we preprocess and cluster the system’s or
agent’s utterances. We replace numbers with [number] and remove closed-class words (articles, prepositions and conjunctions).
For models template-bag, template-string and dialogact*subtask, we
replace named entities with their types (e.g. phoenix with [city]).
For models utterance-bag and template-bag, we sort the remaining
words in the utterance into alphabetical order. We then cluster the
utterances, templates or bags of words using string equality. We also
extract the features shown in Table 1 from each corpus (the discourse
features are not used in model dialogact*subtask).

(5)

P (wi |wi−1 , . . . , wi−n+1 )(6)
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The performance of our system is shown in Figures 1 and 2 for the
Communicator corpus and in Figures 3 and 4 for CHILD. We use
classification error rate (1-best classification) to evaluate the performance of the cluster identification task. We use string edit distance to
evaluate the model’s performance overall1 . When computing string
edit distance, we use as reference string the utterance produced by
the system/agent, with numbers replaced by [number].
Preserving the order of words in the cluster members increases
the numbers of clusters, making the cluster identification problem
slightly harder. However, this does not necessarily make the overall surface realization problem harder; Figure 2 shows that without
system utterances as context, performance is best for the templatestring model on Communicator, and second-best for utterance-string.
Although we could not build template-based models for CHILD (because CHILD is not annotated for domain entities), for this corpus
1 The string edit distance between two strings has value at most 1 and
at least the difference between the lengths of the two strings, so it can be
negative.
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Fig. 3. Classification error rates for cluster prediction on CHILD. xU
= features from x previous user turns; xS = features from x previous
system turns; NE = named entity features.
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Fig. 1. Classification error rates for cluster prediction (Communicator). xU = features from x previous user turns; xS = features from x
previous system turns; NE = named entity features.
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Fig. 2. String edit distance results for generation on Communicator.
xU = features from x previous user turns; xS = features from x
previous system turns; NE = named entity features.

Fig. 4. String edit distance results for generation on CHILD. xU =
features from x previous user turns; xS = features from x previous
system turns; NE = named entity features.

utterance-based models perform best. This is because the number
of utterances per cluster is quite small for template- and utterancebased models compared to dialogact*subtask models, while in the
template-based models named entities are not included in the templates, further reducing the number of items per cluster.
Increasing the number of previous user utterances included in
the history decreases the classification error rate. The biggest reduction in error rate occurs when the previous system turn is taken as
a feature. For these experiments, we have used the correct previous
system utterance as a feature as opposed to the previous predicted
system utterance. However, when decoding in a dialog system, a dynamic programming approach would be required to get the system’s
previous utterance, which would affect performance.
Most of the clusters produced by the simple methods we use here
contain very similar sentences. For example, in the template-bag
model the cluster with words day like travel what would
you contains utterances like and what day would you like to travel
on and and what day would you like to travel. However, the clusters
produced for model dialog act*subtask for Communicator contain
sentences with quite different structure and semantics. For example, the cluster request info x depart arrive date contains the sentence and what day would you like to travel on, as
well as sentences like and departing [city] on what day and and
on what date didja wanna fly, more general sentences like and what
month was that, and error-handling utterances like but i didn’t catch
the date could you repeat it please and you must specify a date.
Interestingly, the clusters for model dialogact*subtask for CHILD

contain utterances that are much more similar in meaning, because
CHILD is labeled with a more fine-grained set of dialog act tags. For
example, there are separate clusters for Request (Address)
x contact-info and Request (Address) x shipping
-address. This also means that there are about 10 times as many
clusters in this model for CHILD than for Communicator. Ideally,
we would like a cluster construction method that achieves maximum
separability in the partitioning of utterances into clusters.
There are two ways generation errors can occur in our system:
the wrong cluster can be chosen, or a string can be chosen from the
cluster that is not similar to the reference string. Because of the
nature of our clusters, the utterances produced by the -string and
-bag models generally have very similar import to the reference utterances. For example, these utterances from CHILD are similar in
meaning although different in wording: your phone number with the
area code [number] and may i have your home telephone number
with area code please. This tends to be true when comparing generated and reference strings from the Communicator corpus even if
they belong to different clusters and/or score low using simple string
accuracy. For example, both hello and hi welcome to SRI’s communicator demonstration are greetings, but they belong to different
template clusters in the Communicator template-string model. However, for CHILD it is not as true that sentences from different clusters
tend to have similar meanings. It is unfortunately impossible when
string edit distance alone to adequately account for meaning similarity between a pair of utterances. In future work, we will examine
improved evaluation metrics for the generation task.
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Sometimes, the generated sentence seems more helpful or less
awkward than the reference sentence. For example, compare from
which city would you like to fly to salt lake city (reference) to where
are you departing from (generated). However, the utterances generated by the dialogact*subtask model frequently could not replace
the reference utterances even if they come from the same cluster. For
example, from Communicator compare what time would you like to
leave on tuesday october seventeenth (reference) to what time do you
want to leave anchorage (generated); and from CHILD compare and
i thank you very much (reference) to when you pick up your order you
will be asked to show the credit card used for payment (generated).
Communicator is a corpus of human-computer dialogs; we have
shown that we can, in a sense, reproduce a template-based surface
realizer from data and use data from multiple systems to introduce
more variety into a template-based surface realizer. However, a much
more interesting question is whether we can induce a surface realizer
from human-human dialogs. Figures 3 and 4 show small differences
between performance of the utterance-based models for CHILD. We
think this is due to data sparsity – a large number of clusters with
few elements in each cluster, and fewer utterances in both test and
training data. If we build template-based models in this domain, we
expect that we will see a big improvement in performance.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a statistical two-stage approach to response
generation for dialog. The first stage is mainly concerned with word
choice, and the second stage with word order. Both stages can be
trained from spoken dialog corpora. We have conducted an evaluation of our model using human-human and human-computer dialogs,
and shown that our approach is feasible for word choice.
We are currently exploring additional features, improved models, and improved evaluation metrics for this task. We plan to repeat
our experiments with domain entity features after annotating CHILD
for domain entities, as well as adding syntactic features such as tense
and verb type. We are planning to explore more complex clustering
mechanisms for utterances, including sentence simplification, partial
parsing and LSA. Finally, because no existing automatic evaluation
metric for surface realization performs well in the presence of variation in lexical choice [21, 22], we plan a human evaluation to better
measure where our models are succeeding and failing.
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